
Chakra Bollywood Necklace  
By Brittany K. Roney and Janice Parsons 

Set your intentions high this year with this fun project that will align your chakras and 
jumpstart your creativity! Designed by Brittany and Janice, Chakra Bollywood is a fresh 
take on an old classic. All levels are welcome to join in the fun, however, we 
recommend beginners review the following techniques: Flat Macramé knot, Spiral 
Macramé knot, Overhand knot, Three Strand Braid, and wire wrapping a bead unit. We 
also recommend reviewing our original Bollywood Bracelet project prior to starting. 


Level of Expertise: Intermediate


Time to complete: 8-12 hours, or a weekend 

*This PDF is a companion handout to the original 2 part broadcast featured on January
13th and 15th, 2021. Please refer to our archived projects on YouTube for more
detailed instructions.
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Brittany’s Design Process...
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Section A 

For this design, we begin with the “Bib” portion of the necklace, working from the top 
layer down. Please review our mini tutorial on the Larkshead Knot, as well as the Flat 
Macramé knot (aka the square knot). 

1. Cut 2 pieces of 0.4 Chinese Knotting Cord in Cranberry. Fold one in half, and at the fold, 

larkshead knot around the 3-1 lotus component as shown. You will have “tails” of equal 
length stemming from one side of your component. 


2. Use your beeswax or Zap Glue to stiffen the tips of your cord, and angle cut with sharp 
scissors or cutters to create a self-threading needle. Feed on 4 Carnelian 6mm rounds, 
then 4 Melon beads in Orange Brown Wash. Next, pin your component to your Macramé 
board. Pin your measuring tape to the board just below your component and beaded cords 
to mark 3”, where you will pin your 5-3 Lotus component.  


3. Feed both tails of cord under, up and through the top petal of the 5-3 Lotus component. 
Separate the tails, you will be using these to flat macramé back down your base cords and 
around your beads, working toward the 3-1 Lotus component. 


4. Once you have reached your 3-1 component with macramé caging the beads as you 
desire, apply a drop of GS Hypo Cement over the last few knots and allow to dry. Use a 
thread burner to remove any excess cord from your completed side. Repeat steps 1-4 on 
the opposite side of the 3-1 Lotus component, ensuring that both sides are symmetrical 
with the lotus in the center.  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Section B

This section, or second layer of the necklace is applied in similar fashion to the 
components with a Spiral knot. The total length of this strand will be roughly 7” and will 
sit just beneath the first strand. We will string beads onto this strand and only macramé 
where the cords attach to the 5-3 Lotus components, using an additional strand to 
macramé as we attach the first side, and then by using the base cords that we’ve 
strung the beads onto as our macramé cords for the opposite side. 

1. Cut a 50” length of .4 CKC in Cranberry and fold in half. Larkshead knot onto the next 

lower petal of your 5-3 Lotus component. String on 6-6.5” of 4mm beads in Copper Plate, 
and secure your base cords into one of the side grooves of your macramé board. 


2. Cut a separate piece of the same cord 18” in length and use this cord to spiral knot around 
your base cords for 1/2” beneath the Larkshead knot. Tip: When you creating your spiral 
knots throughout this project, commit to one consistent formation, for example; 
create all spiral sections using the “p” formation OR the “q” formation, taking care to 
never alternate. This way your spirals, no matter what direction you macramé, will 
align correctly where they match up. 

3. Once you have completed enough spiral knots to fill the 1/2” space, glue and secure cords 
and allow to dry before removing the excess. 


4. After you’ve attached the first side and are happy with where your beads settle below the 
first strand, bring your cords under, up and through the second petal of the second lotus 
component. Pin your second strand to the macramé board allowing for 1/2” of macramé 
space beneath the component. Begin to macramé back over the 1/2” of space with a spiral 
knot using the tails you have brought through the component. Please review our broadcast 
for more details on this technique. 
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Section C

In this third / middle strand, we will incorporate the spiral knot, as well as some 
previously wire wrapped bead units. We recommend using the small lotus beads, 
however, these can easily be substituted for small charms or pendants. This strand will 
sit further below the second strand, measuring roughly 8” in length. 

1. Cut approximately 2 yards of .4 CKC in Straw, and double over, bringing your big eye 

needle to the center point of the two tails. String on your beads and bead units as shown in 
the photo below, bringing the beads to the center of your strands so that tails of equal 
length are on either side of the beads you have strung. 


2. Pin down your project so that the center pendant is aligned with the center pendant on the 
first strand of the necklace, then move the previous strands out of the way so that you have 
room to macramé. Bring the tails of one side under, up and through the third petal of the 
lotus component. Use those tails to spiral macramé back around the base cords to attach. 
In this layer, I flat macraméd for 1/2”, then caged 3 beads before implementing a spiral knot 
in the “p” formation. 


3. Continue to distribute your beads and bead units along the strand as you see fit, and 
macramé toward the centered bead. Repeat this process on the opposite side to attach 
and create symmetry, taking care to create your spiral knots in the exact same formation as 
you have done before so that they match up in the center.  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Sections D & E

These fourth and fifth strands are completed in similar fashion to Sections B and C, 
except they are longer, have centered pendants, and more macramé on either side of 
the center beaded sections. 

1. For section D, cut 2-3 yards of .4 CKC in Spring Leaf, and double over, bringing your big 

eye needle to the center point of your strands. String on your beads and pendant, sliding 
them to the middle of your work so that tails of equal length rest on either side of your 
beads. Remove the needle by cutting the strands just below the eye. 


2. Pin down your project so that the center pendant is aligned with the center pendant on the 
previous strands of the necklace, then move the previous strands out of the way so that 
you have room to macramé. Bring the tails of one side under, up and through the next petal 
of the lotus component. Use those tails to macramé back around the base cords towards 
the center. In Section D, I spiral macraméd for most of the space left, then flat macraméd 
for 1” or so on either sides of where the beads begin. My total length for this strand was 
9.75”. 


3. In Section E, cut approximately 3 yards of .4 CKC In Geisha and attach in similar fashion to 
Section D, distributing the beads as shown and utilizing the flat knot to cage around beads 
and fill the space in between each bead. The space that you choose to leave between your 
beads on the final layer will depend on your  desired length of the strand. My total length 
for this strand was 11.25”.  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Finishing Touches 

By now, you have completed the “Bib” section of your necklace. Finishing the back 
portion can be as simple as adding chain and a clasp, or you may add mini sections of 
macramé that taper into a three stranded braid with tassels as seen here. Should you 
choose to complete this necklace in true Bollywood fashion, please refer to our two 
part companion broadcasts, as well as our original Bollywood bracelet project for more 
detailed instructions on the traditional closure.

1. Cut 12 pieces total of .4 CKC in 1.5-2 yard increments: 4pc in Cranberry, 4pc in Straw and 

4pc in Geisha. Reserve half of the cut strands for the second half of the necklace and set 
aside.


2. Attach one of each color to the back side of the 5-3 Lotus component by bending the cord 
in half, and Larkshead knotting at the fold around the corresponding loop of the 
component. With the remaining cords, macramé around the base cords in their matching 
colors that you have just attached for approximately 1-2 inches, depending on your desired 
aesthetic. In the example below, I chose to carry the design from the front to the backside 
by arranging my colors in similar fashion as shown in the front of the necklace. I also 
implemented the spiral knot in the “p” formation on my middle strand so that my spirals all 
twisted the same direction. Once all three sections were macraméd to my desired length, I 
brought all of the loose cords together in a flat macramé knot that spanned 1/2”. I chose to 
complete this in Spring green to tie all the colors together.


3. With the remaining loose cords, divide into color sections and create a simple but tight 
three-stranded braid, securing at near the ends with an overhand knot. Repeat this whole 
process on the other side, and adorn with additional flat macramé knots in spring green 
above your tassels if you desire


4. Complete a traditional Bollywood style closure that will give your finished necklace an 
adjustable finale. Congratulations! You have completed this project and aligned your 
chakras! 
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References

For additional information and instructions, we recommend you visit our Projects page 
on beadshop.com and click on Bracelets > Bollywood bracelets and then select our 
corresponding YouTube video. 


We also recommend you visit Projects > Necklaces > Bollywood Necklaces for 
additional tips and to view the 2 part original broadcasts on this technique. 


Notes: 
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